Transformations
Here’s a Hint2You

Just for Kids
What’s that in the upper left-hand corner of the picture?

Bold Beginnings
When in doubt, spellings match the second clue.

Maze Paths
We were kind enough to give you the solutions to the maze from the start!

Strange Symbols
The key at the top of the page points you towards either a dot or a dash.

Map to the Stars’ Homes
RA 5h DEC 50° ought to be directly above 50° N 105° W

Eat Your Heart Out, Hyperloop
Hm, these stop names seem suspiciously believable...

A Cipher in C Major
If this is a Cipher in C Major, it might also be called D FLSKHU LQ F PDMRU.

Hello, Darkness
- Why do we have to bring Caesar into this? What does he have to do with puzzles?
- “information squeezed and pressed” = It is gzip compressed.
Princeton Puzzles++
Finally, all those hours spent on Facebook will pay off!

Nonogram Clock
The other stuff should help translate numbers into dots or dashes.

Hometowns
Once you have matched people and hometowns, you have 3 directions and 3 colors.

Encoded Message
Hey this code is pretty elementary! It’s easy to go back and forth.

Mysterious Cinema
This dialogue might help get you through the arithmetic.

8-Bit Artwork
How would you represent a country with a colorful rectangle?

The Boardrooms
What letters can avoid capture?

Puzzle Manor Metapuzzle
It takes at least two matches to get a letter of the final answer.